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Support the governments of Serbia, Bosnia & Herzegovina and North-Macedonia

in identifying opportunities for strengthening fiscal transparency practices

during emergency situations.

Benchmark country-level fiscal and procurement transparency provisions

and practices against global good practices, provide recommendations

and engage with stakeholders for strengthening these practices going forward,

complementing the WB operational support for the COVID19 response.

This workstream is under the Good Governance and Investment Climate Reform

Trust Fund with support of the United Kingdom.

About the project
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❑ WB leadership officials per country.

❑ Local consultants with extensive 

background/knowledge on PFM and 

FT.

❑ GIFT Coordination Team.

About the team



Global Initiative for Fiscal Transparency

GIFT was founded by IBP, World Bank, IMF, the Governments of Brazil and the

Philippines in 2011 as a nonprofit action network to respond to the deficit of publicly

available and meaningful information about public finances worldwide.
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Through advocacy, high-level dialogue, peer-learning, technical collaboration, 

innovation and research, GIFT:

❑ helps harmonizing the normative architecture of FT norms and standards

❑ facilitates dialogue between governments, CSOs, international financial institutions 

and other stakeholders

to find, share & advance solutions to challenges in FT and public participation.



What is the Global Initiative for Fiscal 

Transparency (GIFT)?
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9 ministries of finance
Argentina, Costa Rica, Colombia, Mexico, MX City, Mongolia, 

Nigeria, South Africa, The Philippines, Uruguay.

16 civil society organizations-
ACIJ-Argentina; INESC-Brazil; AfroLeadership-Cameroon; 

Obs. del Gasto Fiscal –Chile, Inovaap & Obs. Ciudadano de 

Transparencia Fiscal- Costa Rica, IPF-Croatia, Europe 

Foundation-Georgia; NCDHR, CBGA, CivicDataLab-India; 

iFollow the Money-Kenya; CIEP, Ubicuo- Mexico; PSAM, 

SPII, South Africa.

12 international organizations-
IMF, WB, OGP, IBP, OCP, ODC, CABRI, GIZ (Benin), 

Accountability Lab, PEFA, IAITI, CoST.

Leverage collective experience & listen to practitioners + 
civil servants in the front lines of FT 



BUILDING FT IN EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

FRAMEWORK FOR COUNTRY ANALYSIS
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What is the Global Initiative for Fiscal 

Transparency (GIFT)?From collective knowledge come specific 

applications and the identification of pathways 

forward that are region or/and country-specific for 

the West Balkans.

This required building a methodological approach
that can both delve into each country’s contextual 

richness and leverage international good practices.

The country-specific approach has 2 parts:

1. Analysis of regulatory/legislation framework

2. Analysis of available information
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Framework for regulatory/legislation analysis

Focus on provisions establishing, 

documenting, reporting and mandating 

disclosure (proactive transparency), as well 

as specific processes responding to 

emergency situations, as a basis on which 

government and other stakeholders can 

consider potential improvements towards FT.

Analysis 

of 

regulatory/

legislation 

framework
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Analysis 

of 

available 

information

Uses the specific taxonomy in the COVID-19 Guide for 

emergency and countercyclical spending to address 

accessibility of information, including the data and 

data formats available, as guidance for country 

assessments. 

Complements the analytical cadre and the legal 

framework analysis, to enable the flagging of 

implementation gaps as well as good practices in 

each country.



INTERNATIONAL EXPERIENCE 
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What is the Global Initiative for Fiscal 

Transparency (GIFT)?
We draw on analysis, recommendations and experience from the international 

cooperation community to: 1. identify good practices, classify them according to 

the COVID19 guide, and 2. locate enabling factors, including 

regulatory/legislation and information analysis.
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Asian Development Bank

Collaborative Africa Budget 

Reform Initiative

Global Integrity

International Aid 

Transparency Initiative

Inter American Development 

Bank

International Budget 

Partnership

International Monetary Fund

Open Contracting 

Partnership

Open Data Institute

Open Government 

Partnership

Organized Crime and

Corruption Reporting Project

Organization for Economic 

Coordination and 

Development

Transparency International

World Bank Group

United Nations
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❑ Hardly any country was ready to address the challenge of timely publishing

about COVID19 emergency packages and recovery spending as if it was

“business-as-usual”, nonetheless…

❑ All countries have mainstreamed, and attempted normalizing, the situation into

their regular Budget cycle since March 2020, through supplementary budgets,

government decree/executive action, specific legislation, expedite procurement

procedures, use or creation of emergency-specific funds, etc.

❑ Fiscal transparency has been basically subject to existing access to

information rules. Yet…

❑ Some had a better starting point. What does that entail? How much

information is available?

Fiscal transparency of emergency response: a global outlook
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Examples of fiscal policy in response to COVID-19 crisis

Country Key measures

United 

States

🇺🇸

- Coronavirus relief and government funding bill 

- Paycheck Protection Program and Health Care Enhancement Act

- Coronavirus Aid, Relief and Economy Security Act (“CARES Act”)

- Coronavirus Preparedness and Response Supplemental Appropriations Act

Argentina

🇦🇷

- Increased health spending

- Increased transfers to poor families, social security benefits, unemployment insurance 

benefits, and payments to minimum-wage workers

- Support for hard-hit sectors, including an exemption from social security contributions

- Grants to cover payroll costs; and subsidized loans for construction-related activities

- Credit guarantees for bank lending to enterprises in the food and basic supplies business

Paraguay

🇵🇾

- Emergency spending measures and authorization to acquire additional debt (Congress 

authorized)

- Issue of additional international sovereign bonds

- Specific social assistance for families in need
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Country Key measures

Croatia

🇭🇷

- Deferment of public obligations, free of interest for 3 months (extended by additional time)

- Temporary suspension of payments of selected parafiscal charges

- Interest free loans to local governments

- Subsidization of net minimum wages to preserve jobs

- Early refund of taxes for individuals.

Ukraine

🇺🇦

- Penalties for certain tax violations canceled

- Moratorium on tax audits and inspections

- Extended deadline for filing annual income and asset declarations 

- Rent on land was not accrued and paid for a month

- Non-residential real estate was exempt to real estate tax for a month

South 

Africa

🇿🇦

- Mainly subsidies for alleviation of poor households

- Government assisted companies and workers through the Unemployment Insurance Fund

- Additional funds were made available for the health response to COVID-19

- Workers with an income below a certain threshold received a small tax subsidy 

- Most vulnerable families received temporarily higher social grant amounts 

- Temporary COVID-19 grant for unemployed workers

Various emergency fiscal policy packages…



Adjusted budget spending- United States 🇺🇸
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Open Data Regulatory 

Framework enables transparency 

and response:

❑ Consolidation scheme that 

integrates information coming 

from several institutions within 

the US Federal Government 

enabled by the DATA Act 

Information Model Schema.

❑ Detailed information on a data 

model schema.
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Pandemic Response 

Accountability Committee-

Information which matches 

to that of the USA 

spending platform.

Allows for Office of 

Inspector General to open a 

website to blow the whistle

about potential fraud or 

abuse in covid fund 

spending.



Efficiency & effectiveness of the measures (indicators), 
Beneficiaries of subsidies/grant/in-kind support registry-

Paraguay 🇵🇾
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Information about 

covid response 

specific 

programs, 

subsidies, 

contracts, as well 

as donations, 

which can be 

identified by 

specific donors.
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Beneficiaries of subsidies/grant/in-kind support registry 
and Open Fiscal Data specification implementation-

Croatia 🇭🇷
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Tools for developpers 
that allow to query 

directly the databases 

with the list of 

beneficiaries from 

support to 

entrepreneurs.



Beneficiaries of tax incentives- Argentina 🇦🇷
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Beneficiaries of tax incentives- Argentina 🇦🇷
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Procurement- Ukraine 🇺🇦
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❑ Leveraged their current work streams with the open contracting approach to 

regulate and monitor emergency COVID-19 procurement through their 

renowned tool ProZorro.

❑ As emergency procurement is excluded from the procurement law, a structured 

list of goods was adopted. This structured reporting for all signed contracts is 

mandatory and framed within the current technological framework, generating 

data that complies with Open Contracting Data Standard.

❑ This allowed the OCP to develop specific guidance to use the platform to 

analyze emergency procurement information.

❑ Separate reporting dashboard in a business intelligence tool.



Trust Funds- South Africa 🇿🇦
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The Solidarity Fund, a 

mostly private COVID-19 

relief specific trust fund, 

has been recognized 

(IMF, 2020) for its robust 

and transparent financial 

reporting as well as for 

regularly disclosing 

information on resources 

and disbursements 

regularly both through 

impact reports, and 

through a dedicated 

website. 
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North Macedonia 🇲🇰
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North Macedonia 🇲🇰
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FT of emergency response: Good practices enablers

❑ Access to information regulatory frameworks that mandate proactive 

publication of fiscal information

❑ Provisions within the Budget laws with specific transparency mandates

❑ Provisions within the regulations that create emergency funds with specific 

transparency mandates

❑ Open Data regulatory frameworks (the more specific their secondary 

legislation is, the better)

❑ Use of existing (or creation of) standardization and open data tools
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FT of emergency response: Good practices enablers

❑ Strong demand from national and international civil society organizations 

and media, mostly regarding procurement processes and economic relief 

benefits recipients

❑ Pre-existing dedicated teams within Ministries of Finance, with the 

experience and mandate to implement fiscal transparency in an emergency 

context as a policy priority

❑ High-level political endorsement for fiscal transparency initiatives



Next Steps
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❑ Finalizing country assessments (February)

❑ Developing recommendations (February-March)

❑ Expanded stakeholder workshop- (March-April)

We will ask for your feedback 

and expectations, stay tunned.



Let’s stay in touch!

Should you have any questions please direct them to:

WB BiH: Zuhra Osmanovic-Pasic, zosmanovicpasic@worldbank.org

WB North Macedonia: Mediha Agar, magar@worldbank.org

WB Serbia: Verena Maria Fritz, vfritz@worldbank.org

GIFT: Aura Martínez, aura@fiscaltransparency.net

@fiscaltrans

@fiscaltransparency

@fiscaltransparency www.fiscaltransparency.net
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http://www.fiscaltransparency.net/
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